DISGRACE- ABOUNDING
there, rest my eyes on the serene and reassuring Dent du Midi,
climb the hills....
Then came March 1938, and the invasion of Austria, and now
the summer was already waning and I was dashing to and fro and
working harder than ever and this was the only glimpse I should
get of Montreux this year. Would I at last contrive to get there
in 1939? I saw the places I knew and loved loom faintly out of
the blue-gold haze below, and then recede into the haze again.
As the airport bus rolled into Geneva I saw that it passed over
a place in the road where fresh concrete had been laid, with metal
slots in it. Anti-tank obstacles! Even here, in this farthest corner
of Switzerland, the hoofbeats of the four horsemen had been
heard.
Again the peace of a Swiss town. But not for me. An hour or
two to spare, just long enough to prepare that lecture, tip-tap in a
hotel bedroom, quinine tablets* In the back of my mind, always,
that angry question, why cannot I, who in all conscience have
worked hard enough in my life, stay here awhile, in this peaceful
place? — why must I gad about? neither myself nor anybody else
is the better for it, who on earth wants to hear this fatuous lecture?
is there anything else, save space, so limitless as sweating? —* how
am I going to lecture, with a head like this?
Then a garden, familiar faces, cocktails *— one, two, three.
The fighting spirit revives, time passes quickly, I find myself on a
platform in the old League building, with some hundreds of
seekers after knowledge, of many nationalities, before me. They
want the best forecasts, I have them* I tell them what is going to
happac^to Czechoslovakia- Does this do any good? Any harm?
Who knows? We go on and on, as a great man once said* The
cocktail is the friend of man, in such a moment. I am as full of
spirit as a fighting cock. When it wears off I shall try the tail of
the cock that bit me. It was a good lecture, as lectures go, and
if people like listening to lectures, then why not? I avoid them,
for my part. I have often wondered whether the world would not
be better without lectures, even without newspapers. I have
tried to picture a universe in which the Ofosrver would cease
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